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Examples of square integrable marti Igales adapted to processes with independent increments 
and orthogonal to all stochastic integr..Is are constructed. If every square integrable martingale 
adapted to a process with stationary ir dependent increments i  a stochastic integral it is shown 
that the process must be a Wiener pro6 ess. 
1. Intmduction 
It is a well-known result of Kunita and Watanabe [S] that every square integrable 
martingale adapted to the Wiener prccess and having mean zero can be expressed 
as a stochastic integral with respect o she Wiener process. Recently Dudley [3] (see 
also [1]) has shown that every randor‘ variable which is a function of the Wiener 
process in a finite time interval can be expressed as a stochastic integral. In the 
present note we replace the Wiener process by a process with independent incre- 
ments and construct explicit examples of martingales which are orthogonal to every 
stochastic ntegral with respect to the process. This construction leads to a converse 
of the Kunita-Watanabe theorem. An elementary and natural proof of the Kunita- 
Watanabe theorem is also included.” 
2. Mrrrtln@ss adopted tu processes with independent increments 
Let (X(t): 0 1) be a separable real valued stochastic process with stationary 
independent increments and let 
E X(f) = 0; Ex(fy=C: 
f&Y(t) Ee = exp r+(a) for all 0 
* Professor G,K. Keliianpur informs me that he too bus ohtnintxl a similar proof and it will appctlr in
his forthcoming book. 
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where Q% isgiven by the Levy-Khinchine formula 
J e iax - 1 - ia sin x #(a)= ima + x2 4449 (2.2) 
~.being the canonical measure on the real line. (For a proof of this formula see 14, 
pp. 526-5341.) The fact that E X(t) = 0 and E X(t)* = t implies that p is, indeed, a 
probabiiity measure, e’(O) = 0 and 
+‘(a)= i Jy dp(x), (2.3) 
(In this connection see the Example on p. 534 of 141.) We shall refer to @ as 
L&y-khinchine function of the process {X(t)}. 
Let X denote the typical sample path of the process in [0, 11. Let 48, be the 
c-algebra generated by the random variables (X(s), s G t}. All martingales will be 
with reference to the family of o-algebras {&}. A functional f = f(t, X) (of time and 
the sample path) is said to be nonanticipating if it is jointly measurable and for each 
fixed t, the map X + f(t, X) is .%,-measurable. We shall denote by ,ZO the space of 
all nonanticipating functionals f such that the map X + f( 9, AT) is a strongly 
measurable map from the probability space of the process into the Hilbert space 
&[O, l] satisfying the condition 
i/f Ii*= 6’ E(f(t, -)I” dtca. 
Then %‘o is a Hilbert space with the norm given by the above equation. We write 
simply f(r) for f(t, X) whenever there is no confusion. 
Let 
Z={& &zL$Br),E5‘=0}. (2.4) 
For any f ~3 %‘o we can define the stochastic integral $ f dX as outlined in [2, 
Chapter IX, Section 51. (See also [6], pp. 84-87). The map f + 1: f dx is an isometry 
frcm x0 into Z’. In other words 
E 'fdX=:O. J 0 (2.5) 
:E[fdX[gdX=l,’ Ef@(t) dt for all f, g E R’~,, (2.6) 
and 
is a closed subspace of Z’, 
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In a similar manner it is possible to define the stochastic process 
S(t)= If d-X 
zero. 
hen {e(t)} is a square integrable martingale with mean 
For any real number (L we introduce the functionals 
e,(t)= e,(t, X)= exp[iaXW- W(a)1 (2-Q 
z*(t)= e,(t)-- 1 +iti+a)J'e, dX. (2.9) 
0 
A straightforward computation shows that {e,(t)} is a bounded martingale and 
{&(t)} is a martingale. We shall establish that the martingale &(t) is orthogonal to 
every stochastic integral and further {e’,(t)} is nontrivial in the case when {X(t)} is 
different from the standard Wiener process. 
An easy computation shows that 
E e,(r)= 1, E C&)=0, 
Ele,(t)- II’== [exp-2t Re #(a)]-- 1, 
@JO) 
(2.11) 
for all a E R, t E [O, 1) and 
e,(th(t) = e,+tdt) exp- thW+ CL(b)- +(a + Wl. (2.12) 
Lemma 2.1. Let f c St’,,. Thea Jw any a E R 
Ee,(t) 
I 
‘f dX = -i@(a) 
1 I 
‘E e,(s)f(s)ds, (2.13) 
0 
for all t E [G, 11. 
Proof. Since the identity (2.13) is linear in f it is enough to px~e it for step 
functionals of the form 
where 6 is a 8?,, measurable random variable with E1E12 <a~ and T,. , 2 are two 
arbitrary points in [0, l] with tl< t2. It is further sufficient o do this when tl < t -s z2. 
Under these conditions the left hand side of (2.13) is equal to 
E edOT[X(t)- x(h)1 = 
=e -(ter~)G(a) E &(tl) eia(X(r)-X(t,)l[X(t)_ X(t,)]. 
Since X(t) is a process with stationary independent increments (2.1) implies that 
the right hand side of the above quation is equal to 
-- i(t - tl)#(u)E (e,(h) = 
= -i@‘(a) 
I 
’ E &&)ds 
I1 
= -i@‘(a) J ’ E [e,(s) ds 11 
= -i@‘(a) ’ E f(s)&) ds. 
This cccnpletes the proof of the lemma. 
Theorem 2.2. Let c&(t)} be th$ martingale defined by (2.9). Then for my f E 80, 
E&(t) dX=O for all t, (2.14) 
and 
El& (t)l’ = 0 if Re #(a)= 0, 
{[exp- 2t Re #(a)] - 1) otherwise. (2.15) 
Proof. It is clear that (2.14) is immediate from Lemma 2.1 and the identity (2.6). 
To prove (2.15) we first assume that Re $(a) = 0. Then (2.11) implies that e,(t) = 1 
a.~. for each t, or equivalently, 
e iaX = ewta)a s. . 
Differentiating the equation 
(2.16) 
Ee iaX = p(a) 
with respect o a, we have 
E X(t) eiaX”) = - it@‘(a) e’“‘“‘. 
Now (2.16) implies that 
-it+‘(a) == E X(t) = 0. 
Hence &(t) = 0 a.s. for all t, or equivalently, @&)I* = 0. 
Now suppose that Re $(a) St 0. Then we have 
El&(t)l* = Ele,(t)- 112+ i$'(a)121'Ele,,(s)12 d s 
0 
+2 Re E(eJt)- l)[ -i rl’(a) ['x)dX(s)]. 
1 
Now (2.Q (2.11). (2.5) and Lemma 2.1 imply (2.15). This completes the proof. 
Remark 2.3. For any real valued simple functional a(t, X) in 8’0 define 
e, (t, X) = exp 1 [‘[a dX-6(Il(a(s.X))ds], 
&it,X)=e,(t,X)-l+i ‘#‘(ale, dX. J 0 
It can be shown that e, and & are martingales and {&(t)) is orthogonal to every 
stochastic integral. However, we omit the proof. 
Theorem 2.4. Let {Z&)} be the martingale defined by (2.9). Suppose for some Q f 0 
and some 0~ t 06 1, &(to) = 0 a.s. Then the process (X(t)) is either the standard 
Wiener process or a lattice process with spacing 2 va - I. 
Proof. Suppose Re $(a)= 0. Then lexp t$(a)I = 1 for all t and hence {X(t)} is a 
lattice process with spacing 27ra-‘. By Theorem 2.2, &(t)= 0 for all t. 
Now let Re #(a) # 0. If &(to) = 0 a.s. then (2.15) implies that 
W<dl” =-2 Re $(a). 
This together with (2.2) and (2.3) implies that Y 
IJ ~~4~o/2- JiF12dp(x) (2.17) 
As remarked in the beginning of this section p is a probability measure. Hence 
(2.17) is possible if and only if p is either degenerate at the origin or concentrated 
in the se;’ {2nna-*: n = 33: 1, *2,. . .}. In the first case {X(t)} is the standard Wiener 
process. In the second case {X(t)} is a lattice process with spacing 2ra-*. The proof 
is complete. 
Codby 2.5. For every real number a, let {&(t)) be the martingale defined by (2.9). 
If a! and j3 are two incommensurable real numbers such that e”, (to) = e’p(to) = 0 for 
some 0 c to G 1 then {X(t)) is the standard Wiener process. In particular, if %?I = % 
(where 3Vl and Zare defined by (2.4) and (2.7)) then (X(t)) is the standard Wiener 
process. 
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Proof. The first part follows immediately from Theorem 2.4. To prove the second 
part let us suppose that RI = 8’. By Theorem 2.2 the random variable &(l) is 
orthogonal to SYI and belongs to Yt’ for every a. Hence &. (1) = 0 a.s. for every a. By 
the first part it follows that {X(t)} is the standard Wiener process, This completes 
the proof. 
Lemma 2.6. Let 6 E %’ be a random variable such that E & = 0 for all q E %‘I. 
Ssrppose f E Srpo and 
g(t)= I’f dX, 
0 
h (0 = EI#%). 
Then (g(t)h (t)) is a martingale. 
Proof. Let 0 G a <b G 1 and let l be any bounded random variable measurable 
with respect. o 3&. Put 
fl(O = 0 ifO<t<aorb<tsl, 
= [f(t) if a < t G b, 
Then fi E %‘a and successive conditioning with respect o @?b and Sa gives 
O=Er *fidX 
b 
-E55Mb)--g(a)1 
- E[E(h(b)g(b)l~,)-h(a)g(a)l5. 
Since 5 is an arbitrary bounded %I,-measurable random variable we have 
hkdg(a). 
The is complete. 
Let the Hilbert spaces %’ and 5Vl be defined by 
(2.4) and (2.7). If {X(t)i is the standard Wiener process then %?I = R’. 
Proof. As remarked earlier 3& is a closed subspace of %‘. Hence it is enough to 
show that any element 5 in 2 which is orthogonal to %I is zero. Choose such an 
element f and put 
h(t) = E(#t). 
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Since {X(t)} is the standard Wiener process the E&y-Khinchine function $ is given 
by #(a)= -ia2 and 
J 
t 
t?,(t)- 1 = ia e, dX. 
0 
(2.18) 
Hence Lemma 2.6 implies that {h(t)e,(t)} is a margingale for every real number a. 
Let now al, a2,. . . , a& be real numbers, 0 s tl -=z t2 < . . . < tk s 1 and let 
a = E e&)ea,(t2). . 4&k)& (2.19) 
Conditioning with respect o Brr, we have 
Q = E e&k&). . .eu,_,(tk-l)[eu,(tk)~(tk)l~ 
Using the martingale property of {e,,(t)h(t)), conditioning uith respect o atk_, and 
using (2.12) we have 
Repeating this procedure and finally using (2.18) we obtain constants a and b such 
that 
CY = a E e&)h(td 
= a E[e& )- l]h(l) 
= a E[e&)- 115 = 0. 
Hence (2.19) and (2.8) imply 
where P is the measure of the standard Wiener process. The arbitrariness of 
al, a2, e . .) ak, tl, t2, . . .) tk and the uniqueness theorem for Fourier transforms 
imply that 5 = 0. This completes the proof. 
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